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Abstract

Anomaly detection identifies objects or events that do not behave as expected or correlate with other data points.
Anomaly detection has been used to identify and investigate abnormal data components. Detecting anomalous
activities is challenging due to insufficient data size of anomalous reality, ground training data, factors related to
differences in environmental conditions, working position of capturing cameras, and illumination situations. Anomaly
detection has enormous applications that include (but not limited to) industrial damage prevention, sensor network,
health-care services, traffic surveillance, and violence prediction. Machine learning techniques, particularly deep
learning has enabled tremendous advancements in the area of anomaly detection. In this paper, we sort out an all-
inclusive review of the up-to-date research on anomaly detection techniques. We seek to serve as an extensive and
comprehensive review of machine and deep learning anomaly detection techniques throughout the foregoing three
years 2019-2021. Particularly, we discuss both machine learning and deep learning anomaly detection applications,
performance measurements, and anomaly detection classification. We also point out various datasets that have
been applied in anomaly detection along with some fairly new real-world datasets. Finally, we investigate current
challenges and future research prospects in this area.
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1 Introduction

ANOMALLY detection has been known as the
process of detecting abnormalities and outliers in

data. Essentially anomaly detection aims to recognize
data instances that differ considerably from the bulk
of data instances, hence the name anomaly detection
or sometimes novelty discovery. For decades, anomaly
detection has been a popular topic in research [1]. His-
torically, it remained an important process in a much
broader range of domains e.g., artificial intelligence,
computer vision, and statistics, just to name a few.
The necessity of detecting anomalies in a wide range
of application sectors stems from the possibility that
unprotected data might include important, relevant,
and critical information. For example, detecting irreg-
ularities in credit card transaction data may suggest
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theft [2]. Another use case could be to identify and
differentiate unusual behavior in a network of comput-
ers to find a pattern that might reveal a compromised
computer’s assault [3]. Broadly speaking, an anomaly
is described as a pattern that deviates from expected
behavior. The term anomaly itself covers a wider
spectrum of irregularities and accordingly, anomaly
detection refers to the set of techniques to detect
these irregularities. Various specific forms of anomalies
such as those arising from the triggering of a Trojan
(purposely inserted malicious code/logic to perform
illegitimate actions) can be considered under the um-
brella of malware and anomaly detection techniques
can be applied to detect such triggers using state-of-
the-art methods. Anomalies are broadly divided into
three categories [4,5,9]:

1) Point anomalies: In point anomalies, a single
data instance can be identified as unusual from
the rest of the data and is the simplest form of
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anomaly.
2) Contextual anomalies: This type of anomalous

behavior occurs when an observation could be
taken as anomalous in one context but not in
another. Contextual anomalies have two different
types of attributes: contextual and behavioral.
There are different contextual properties found
in longitude, spatial, and latitude datasets of a
location. Furthermore, in time-series data, time is
a contextual property that indicates an instance’s
location in the arrangement. The second feature
is regarded as a behavioral characteristic.

3) Collective anomalies: A group of related in-
stances of data that can emerge as anomalous
when seen together with respect to the whole
dataset is termed collective anomalies [6].

To detect anomalies, statistical algorithms were
among the earliest methods. To determine

whether an instance corresponds to this model, a
statistical inference test might be used. Statistical
anomaly detection is accomplished using a variety of
approaches. This comprises approaches that are based
on proximity, as well as parametric, non-parametric,
and semi-parametric methods [45].
Recently, an increasing amount of interest has risen to
use machine learning methods as a way of detecting
abnormalities [9]. A few popular machine learning-
based techniques such as clustering-based, distance-
based, statistical, and classification-based detection
have been used widely by various researchers. In
cluster-based anomaly detection, normal observations
are assumed to be part of the same cluster in cluster-
based detection (s). If a new remark is further away
from the cluster centroid(s), it will be considered
an anomaly. In a distance-based approach, an object
placed remote from the neighboring data which do not
have enough points will be considered an outlier. Other
methods including one-class support vector machine
(1-SVM), neural network, and k-NNs have also been
employed extensively by researchers. Some of the most
popular methods for anomaly detection are briefly
described in the following.

1) k-nearest neighbors (k-NNs)
The k-NNs algorithm provides a non-parametric
method for either grouping or regression. In an
anomaly detection scenario, it is suited since it
is a simple yet powerful classification method to
identify and group abnormalities.

2) Support vector machines (SVMs)
Another popular technique for anomaly detec-
tion is via SVMs. Several applications includ-
ing spacecraft, aviation, and electrical systems

use SVMs (particularly one-class SVM and least
squares SVM) [17,18]. However, since SVM is a
supervised learning model for classification and
regression issues, it is better suited as a classifier
for classification-based anomaly detection.

3) Neural networks (NNs)
Anomaly detection systems have used neural net-
works (NNs) in multi-class or one-class scenarios.
Basic anomaly detection using NNs is essentially
carried out as a two-step process: First, a neural
network is trained on multi-class normal exam-
ples; in the second step, the trained neural net-
work finds anomalies by accepting (i.e., regular)
or rejecting (i.e., irregular) test instances [15].
Neural networks have also been employed to de-
tect one-class anomalies [16, 14].

4) Decision tree
A decision tree is a predictive model in machine
learning in which each internal node represents a
predictive variable (feature), a child node repre-
sents a variable’s possible value range, an exter-
nal node (leaf) rep-resents the target variable’s
predicted value, and a classification or judgment
node reflects the target variable’s predicted value
[17].

5) Deep learning-based approaches
Deep learning has evolved in recent years up to
an extent that it possesses enhanced capability
in learning expressive demonstrations of diffi-
cult data such as a high-dimensional, temporal,
graph, and spatial data. Deep learning is used
to extract low-dimensional feature representa-
tions from high-dimensional or/and non-linearly
diverse instances, which may then be used to
identify irregularities [21]. Typically, deep learn-
ing for anomaly detection, or deep abnormality
detection, is employed via neural networks that
are first trained to learn feature representations
or anomaly scores and later invoked to detect
anomalies.

6) Generative Adversarial Networks
The purpose of this method is to create a latent
feature space for a generative network G that
accurately captures the data’s normalcy [26]. The
purpose of anomaly measure-dependent feature
learning is to learn feature representations that
are specifically customized for a single anomaly
measure [42]. Deep distance-based anomaly de-
tection tries to learn feature representations that
are tailored to a particular type of distance-based
anomaly measure. Many effective distance-based
anomaly measures have been proposed, including
k-closest neighbor distance [27] and random near-
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est neighbor distance [28], and relative distance
[29, 30].
The main aim of the review presented in this pa-
per is to systematically evaluate machine learn-

ing and deep learning algorithms for anomaly detec-
tion and their applications. To give a comprehensive
literary analysis of the research evolution, we examine
a huge number of relevant works published in presti-
gious conferences and journals in numerous important
areas of applications. To this end, this paper first offers
the procedure that we adopted to gather and organize
the relevant research. We then discuss the key assump-
tions, objective functions, important intuitions, and
capabilities of various techniques in handling main-
stream challenges. We also discuss several scenarios
where the mentioned techniques would embrace a chal-
lenging setup. We also gather a thorough collection of
accuracy metrics of the relevant works.
This survey paper is organized as a two-stage sys-
tematic review of relevant literature. In stage one,
we establish a strategy for obtaining research articles
linked to the issue that answers the research question,
and the second stage is to find answers to the study
questions based on the review’s goal. In particular, the
following objectives are to be considered:

• Objective 1: To present a detailed review of var-
ious machine learning and deep learning models
that are used in anomaly detection.

• Our method: We explain in detail machine and
deep learning models, along with their weaknesses
and strengths.

• Objective 2: To evaluate state-of-the-art works
in the domain in terms of accuracy and perfor-
mance metrics.

• Our method: We devote an extensive section
with details on the estimation accuracy of the
machine and deep learning models.

To gather the relevant literature for the survey,
we have used multiple online literature search tools
and digital libraries e.g., Google Scholar, Elsevier,
Springer, Digital Library of the ACM, and IEEE
Xplorer with the search term “Anomaly detection”.
The list of related papers was then further narrowed
down using Boolean operators (ANDs and ORs).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 compares some of the other recent survey papers
and out-lines the key differences by highlighting the
contributions of our paper. In section 3, we present an
overview of various techniques proposed for anomaly
detection in related literature along with the strengths
and weaknesses of each work with a category-wise
description. Section 4 provides categorical details on

the accuracy and estimation metrics of the recent
works with their datasets in the domain of machine
learning-based anomaly detection. Cur-rent challenges
and research directions are explained in section 5 and
finally, in section 6, the paper is concluded.

2 Contribution of This Paper
With an increasing number of works dealing with
anomaly detection dictates that anomaly detection is
becoming of interest to researchers. In addition, there
has been an increasing number of research that pro-
vides a review of the latest techniques in this domain.
This section serves as a brief literature overview and a
comparison of various other survey papers and outlines
a clear distinction between this paper with other recent
review papers. In the following, we describe some of
the most related survey papers on anomaly detection
and highlight key differences and issues that this paper
addresses as compared to the other related surveys.
Habeeb et al. [6] provide a detailed survey covering
anomaly detection in real-time big data processing
application domains. Our investigation, on the other
hand, is broader in scope and includes an assessment
of accuracy for both model types.
In another recent survey by Kwon et al. [40], the
authors provide an overview of anomaly detection and
deep learning algorithms and attempt to figure out if
deep learning can be used to detect network anomalies.
In comparison, our paper also takes into account deep
learning techniques for identifying abnormalities in
network intrusion systems along with anomaly detec-
tion applications, performance metrics, and anomaly
detection classification using machine learning and
deep learning.
Fernandes et al. [41] in their detailed investigation,
focus on various aspects of anomaly detection includ-
ing intrusion detection, network data, and aberrant
network traffic. On the other hand, our investigation
is broader in scope, and it includes a thorough review
of the estimation and accuracy of ML and DL models
in addition to the detection of network anomalies in
particular.
In a more recent survey by Guansong et al. [42], some
of the unique issues and unresolved problems that deep
learning for anomaly detection presents, are discussed,
and related literature that attempts to resolve the
issues is referred to. Nevertheless, the formulation
of the study, which was based on three principled
frameworks, our study incorporates a larger number
of machine learning and deep learning applications to
determine their strengths and weaknesses.
Another recent survey work from Rashmiranjan et
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Fig. 1: Share of various application domains of papers
included in this survey

al. [43], introduces accuracy and real-time processing
algorithms for video anomaly identification based on
deep-learning methods. Despite the work being up-to-
date and addressing the latest works in the domain,
the scope of the survey is limited.
Al-amri et al. [44] provide a survey of several state-
of-the-art solutions for addressing the primary issues
and challenges in anomaly detection in IoT data. In
comparison, our paper also considers anomaly detec-
tion methods that are not covered by their paper e.g.,
statistical techniques.
Another recent review from Nassif et al. [45] investi-
gates works that describe ML models to detect anoma-
lies in multiple applications. Our survey, in addition
to discussing detection techniques, further provides
details on other aspects such as applications, perfor-
mance evaluations, and anomaly detection classifica-
tion.

3 Machine and Deep Learning Methods
This section deals with the first objective of this paper.
We particularly discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of machine learning and deep learning methods
utilized to detect abnormalities. The provided list
(see Table 1) is categorized based on various ML and
DL methods employed to carry out the research. An
overview of various application domains of the works
presented in Table 1 is depicted in Figure 1. A large
share of the papers that we present in this survey deal
with anomaly detection in the surveillance domain.

4 Accuracy and Estimation of ML and DL
Models
This section looks at the second objective of this paper,
which is concerned with the accuracy of ML and DL

mod-els. Estimation and accuracy are the most impor-
tant parameter for machine and deep learning models.
Table 2 provides a detailed categorical description of
the related works and the estimation metrics along
with reported ac-curacy results.

5 Challenges and Future Directions
The survey of the state-of-the-art research presented
in this paper demonstrates an enormous growth of
interest in the field of machine learning-based anomaly
detection approaches. However, despite significant ad-
vancements in the estimation models, the addition
of new datasets, and novel frameworks, still, a few
avenues possess room for improvement. In the follow-
ing, we list some of the open challenges and future
directions of the research in the do-main of machine
learning-based anomaly detection.

5.1 Challenges
• Nature of input dataset: Many experiment

setups have been dealing with a system’s nor-
mal functioning. The most advanced approaches
are based on typical behavior training, and any-
thing that deviates from the regular labeled
data is deemed abnormal. To cope with complex
datasets of real-world circumstances, more precise
and trustworthy procedures are necessary [24].
Furthermore, the availability of an appropriate
dataset for public anomaly detection is a ma-
jor concern for training and verifying real-time
anomaly detection systems.

• Data streams pose external detection:
External detection challenges arise from data
streams, such as detecting in limited memory
and time, updating data once it enters, and dy-
namically managing data to capture fundamen-
tal changes while detecting them [93]. Novel al-
gorithms that can adjust their setup and set-
tings over time when new knowledge emerges can
greatly improve accuracy. Detection algorithms,
unlike static data, fail to adapt to complicated
settings, such as the ever-changing IoT domain.

• Noise and data complexity: Noise and data
complexity are one of the key obstacles in devel-
oping a model for anomaly detection. Data com-
plexity includes unbalanced datasets, unexpected
sounds, and redundancy within the data [94].
To acquire meaningful information and knowl-
edge, well-developed methodologies for curating
datasets are essential.

• Unknown nature of anomaly: The unknown
nature of the anomaly is the fundamental problem
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TABLE 1: TABLE 1. MACHINE AND DEEP LEARNING MODEL’S STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

ML / DL
Methods

Author,
Year and
Reference

Strength Strength

Data
clustering
module

Chen et al.,
2019 [67]

Experimental data from
two usage scenarios show
an anomaly detection
accuracy of up to 99\%
with a false positive rate
of less than 1\%.

If end-to-end detection
is only adapted to
distinguish a few
conspicuous abnormalities
, it might not be capable
to generalize to anomalies
that are not visible but
have different aberrant
properties than the ones
that have been detected.

Decision
Trees

Zhang et al.,
2019 [70]

The work achieved high
accuracy by manipulating
Adaboost and basic
feedforward neural
networks as two methods
for discovering network
performance anomalies
based on split-sample
categorization.

Adaboost is highly
vulnerable to uniform noise,
in case classifiers are too weak,
resulting in overall poor
margins and overfitting.
Also, ANN requires more
computing resources to
prepare datasets.

Quatrini et al.,
2020 [47]

A decision forest and
decision jungle-based
approach is used,
which is a well-known
anomaly detector using
industrial data.

Large execution times are
required to train the models.

Random
Forests

Alrashdi et al.,
2019 [74]

The work proposes an
Anomaly Detection-IoT
(AD-IoT) system with a
highly accurate model
i.e., 99.34\% classification
accuracy.

By combining a lot of decision
trees to identify the class, the
random forest learning
algorithm is computationally
expensive.

Swarm
Intelligence

Qasim et al.,
2019 [83]

The work presents a unique
swarm advection approach
to calculate the histogram
of swarms (HOS) descriptor
for abnormal event
identification. The results
show that the proposed
approach outperforms current
methods for identifying
anomalous occurrences in
congested situations.

Although the model supports
frame-level images, it is not
ideal for pixel-level image
series per
frame.

Selvaraj et al.,
2019 [54]

The Swarm Intelligence
approach for the proposed
problem achieved a high
accuracy of 95.70\%.

Data preparation necessitates
more computing power.
Moreover, for extracting
low-dimensional features, the
performance of swarm
intelligence is suboptimal.

K- Nearest Neighbors Punmiya, et al.,
2019 [76]

Using a Cluster-based local
outlier detection using the
k-nearest neighbors’ histogram
-based outlier technique, the
work provides an automatic
anomaly identification framework.

Since a large number of
decision trees to identify the
class are to be integrated, an
enormous amount of training
time is required.
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Long
Short-term memory

Liu et al.,
2020 [77]

The LSTM and auto-encoder
(AE) based models outperform
state-of-the-art models.

In an auto-encoder-based
approach, can uncommon
regularities and the existence
of outliers or anomalies in the
training data can skew the
learned feature representations.

Khokhlov et al.,
2019 [75]

The work effectively shows
how an anomaly-based
detection of innovative and
complex threats can be
implemented effectively and
efficiently in monitored data
streams via LSTM to capture
the most essential Android
system parameters on mobile
devices.

LSTM necessitates
a significant amount of time
and bandwidth
resources.

Convolu-
tional
Neural
Networks

Ganokratanaa
et al., 2020 [82]

By offering Edge Wrapping,
the suggested approach improves
the efficiency of anomaly
localization at pixel-level
assessment and automatically
learns the normal samples
without modifying any settings.

More computation power is
required for the proposed since
it uses Encode and Decodes
Recurrent Neural Network as
architecture.

Mehta et al.,
2020 [87]

The suggested model may be
utilized commercially on
any GPU-based system to
reliably identify fire and pistols
in regions monitored by cameras
with a rapid detection rate.

The proposed anomaly
detection system is applicable
only for fire detection and can
be improved and diversified.

Ilyas et al.,
2021 [81]

The work suggests a handmade
feature to encode a high-level
change at the frame level and an
ML + DL model further provides
a better outcome.

The proposed model is not
suitable for pixel-level feature
extraction.

Support
Vector
Machine

Liu et al.,
2020 [79]

The one-class support vector
machine (1-SVM) approach is
used to train the model, and the
model and algorithms are

evaluated using real data from
Colorado Water Watch.

With a noisier dataset, target
classes overlap and a one-class
SVM does not perform well.
When the number of features
per data point is greater than
the number of training data
samples, one-class SVM under-
fits the data.

Aziz et al.,
2021 [80]

Because of camera jitter and
object motions in improbable
motion zones, the suggested
technique can decrease false
motion anomaly detection and
localization alarms.

The proposed model is not
suitable for spatial and temporal
scenarios. One class SVM model
is not suitable for a dataset
where complex distribution
within the normal class is
present.

Shriram et al.,
2019 [68]

Anomaly detection is performed
well and is quite effective.

The model necessitates a vast
amount of data.

Hasan et al.,
2019 [69]

Using decision trees and ANNs,
the proposed strategy achieved
a test accuracy of 99.40\%.
The work is capable of detecting
attacks and anomalies in a

virtual environment.

Real-time data large datasets
are not supported.

Generative
adversarial
network

Alfie et al.,
2021 [84]

The proposed model
outperforms previous
techniques in small-scale
crowd videos using benchmark
datasets and has an acceptable
accuracy rate in detecting
abnormal behavior in the
HAJJ widespread crowd dataset.

The accuracy still needs to be
improved for large-scale crowd
datasets.
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Hierarchical
Temporal
Memory

Barua et al.,
2020 [78]

The work provides a real-time
anomaly detection approach
using hierarchical temporal
memory (HTM) with continual
unsupervised learning without
human intervention.

Unsupervised learning produces
less accurate outputs because the
input data is unknown and not
classified in advance.

DADT-
PW model Pustokhina

et al., 2021 [85]

The suggested technique
successfully identifies and
classifies the anomalies that
occur in the frame based on
their superior
characteristics.

Two-stage detection model
requires
high computation power for
feature extraction.

Attention
networks

Zhao et el.,
2020 [105]

The work is based on parallel
graph attention layers to tackle
different time series dynamically.

One major limitation of the
work is the inability to learn the
topological
the structure among sensors,
leaving large relational data in a
highly populated and connected
sensor environment.

Koizumi et al.,
2020 [106]

The work proposes an attention
process that deals with time-frequency stretching. The
results demonstrate the superiority
of the approach with significantly
better performance as compared
to conventional methods.

Although a promising approach,
the proposed framework
SPIDERNET is not flexible
enough to deal with dynamic
domain shift.

Multiple
models

Aboah et al.,
2021. [86]

The work combines different
techniques such as video
sorting and anomaly candidate
filtering to enhance the model’s
ability to detect abnormalities
across most videos.

The effect of a small change in the
data could potentially generate a
considerable change in the
decision tree.

Bhatia et al.,
2019 [71]

The work proposes DDoS attacks
prevention system using inputs
reconstruction that nearly mimics

typical
network traffic efficiently.

The quality of input
reconstructions for assault inputs
is suboptimal.

Wang et al.,
2019 [72]

The work provides a financial
IT solution for increasing

productivity and is highly precise
in predicting
KPI features system failure.

The work, however, lacks in
predicting KPI data on fine-
grained KPI time series.

Yihunie et al.,
2019 [73]

The work attempts to find a
better-suited predictor among
five models for detecting

anomalous traffic from the
NSL-KDD dataset with high
efficiency and a low error rate.

The proposed models miss an
important task of classifying
distinct class kinds or attacking
strategies.

with auto anomaly detection [95] which has a
variety of applications including fraud detection,
defect identification, and event detection systems
in sensor networks, among others. As a result, be-
cause there are no labels for time series containing
anomalies, typical machine learning algorithms
cannot be utilized to train the model.

• Time complexity: A key feature of a data
stream is the huge volume of data that arrives in
real-time, requiring the algorithm to perform in
real-time. However, due to a reciprocal relation-
ship between temporal complexity and accuracy,
discovering the anomalies in that setting would be

a huge challenge [96].
• Complicated environment: Indoor climatic

complexity differs from one building to the next
and from one character to the next [97]. En-
vironmental anomalies pose a different kind of
challenge due to various factors. For instance,
capturing the readings via a univariate sensor,
and the use of a single machine learning model
in a complex environment has an impact on the
accuracy of anomaly detection due to a clear vari-
ation pattern for some indoor climate parameters
that cannot be easily observed.

• Lack of clarity on the subject: A clear char-
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TABLE 2: COMMONLY USED QUALITY METRICS AMONG SELECTED PAPERS

ML / DL Model Dataset Author, Year and Reference Performance
Metrics

Resulting
Value

Neural network

Distributed Smart Space
Orchestration System (DS2OS) Hasan et al., 2019 [69] Accuracy 0.990

Real World Dataset Zhang et al., 2019 [70] Accuracy 0.920

Selvaraj et al., 2019 [54] Precision
Recall

0.957
N/A

Decision Tree,
Random Forest

NSL-KDD dataset Yihunie, et al., 2019 [73] Precision
Recall

0.999
0.999

UNSW-NB15 Alrashdi et al., 2019 [74] Precision
Recall

0.990
0.980

Real-World
Dataset

Quatrini et al., 2019 [47] Precision
Recall

0.996
0.997

Wang et al., 2019 [72] Precision
Recall

0.888
0.700

Generative Adversarial
Network

CUHK Avenue Ganokratanaa et al., 2020 [82] Accuracy 0.980
Real-world data (Hajj) Alafif et l., 2021 [84] Accuracy 0.796

Support Vector
Machine

Benign IoT traffic Bhatia et al., 2019 [71] Accuracy 0.999
UMN datasets Aziz et al., 2021 [80] Accuracy 0.970
PETS 2009 Ilyas et al., 2021 [81] Accuracy 0.990
NSL-KDD dataset Pu et al., 2021 [88] Accuracy 0.890
Synthetic data and public
domain data Liu et al., 2020 [79] Accuracy 0.890

Convolution Neural
Networks

Real-world dataset
(live CCTV) Aboah et al., 2021 [86] Accuracy 0.850

kNN, histogram-based
outlier detection Real-World Dataset Punmiya et al., 2019 [76] Accuracy 0.910

Long short-term memory
(LSTM)
encoder decoder

Real-World Dataset Liu et al., 2020 [77] Accuracy 0.978

acterization of each area of the anomaly detection
problem is lacking in the arrangement [98]. This
is partly owing to the ambiguous nature of the
terminology involved. This ambiguity makes it
simpler to group different sub-areas within these
fields of study. Despite their proximity, these
distinct sub-tasks are not similar, and hence the
approaches to deal with them might not be the
same.

• Dataset complications: Images form an essen-
tial part of the datasets and to train a model to
recognize anomalous behavior, a proper descrip-
tion and inclusion of finer details are required.
Images with unnecessarily low-intensity regions,
poor viewing angles, skewed and rotated, and
lower resolutions are all potential complications
in images that have a significant impact on the
accuracy of the anomaly detection model [99].

5.2 Future Directions
• Improving model performance: A potentially

effective improvement strategy in anomaly detec-
tion models can be augmented via the accumu-
lation of more detailed datasets that considers
more diverse failure scenarios. Furthermore, using

more effective machine learning architectures and
training techniques, the improvement might be
multi-fold.

• Multiple validations: Another exciting avenue
in the future direction is to focus on cross-
validation to yield higher performance metrics.
Consider for example the application areas of
AD-IoT where enhanced detection rates with a
reduced false-positive rate could greatly improve
the system accuracy.

• Improvement in limited resources: The suc-
cess of machine learning models is strongly re-
liant on training data, which is impacted by sev-
eral parameters including sensor quality, sampling
rate, and dataset size. As a result, it is worth
considering how to improve anomaly detection
performance by utilizing low-cost sensors and a
small dataset on less often sampled data.

• Proposed quality datasets: It would be incred-
ibly valuable to have global benchmark datasets
for every field of anomaly detection dedicated
to comparing all of the approaches provided for
visual tracking or abnormality identification. The
first and most difficult step should be to offer a
uniform measure of tracking quality that accounts
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for most of the issues that come with visual track-
ing (variation in appearance, illuminations, occlu-
sions, blur, and so on). The benchmark should
then be divided into subsets of sequences, each
addressing a distinct problem. It is also possible
to suggest ranking the sequences’ complexity.

• Improve interdisciplinary approaches: Close
collaboration between academics and concerned
government agencies (such as law enforcement
agencies) could be beneficial to both. Researchers
would be able to put their models to the test in
real-world scenarios, while social forces would be
able to experiment with substantial technological
developments.

6 Conclusion
This survey paper attempts to provide a systematic
review of the machine and deep learning techniques
for anomaly detection. We build our systematic re-
view around two objectives which we then attempt to
achieve in the remaining sections. We include the most
recent and up-to-date detailed review of the state-of-
the-art studies in the years 2019 to 2021 (objective
1). Further, we devote a complete section to accuracy
metrics used in the literature (objective 2). In addition,
we provide a list of application areas where anomaly
detection is employed. We put a special focus on the
latest techniques of anomaly detection that are driven
by the most advanced applications of the ma-chine
and deep learning. Due to the fast-evolving nature of
the field, we include only the most recent papers i.e.,
between 2019 and 2021.
We also mention several datasets that were utilized in
experiments of relevant research publications, with a
majority of the experiments using real-world datasets
as training or testing datasets for their models. Our re-
view reveals that many avenues are still in the infancy
phase and require significant research. Moreover, many
datasets are be-coming obsolete and are being replaced
with newer and most relevant real-world datasets and
hence are more valuable. We believe that this review
could be a valuable starting point for researchers and
the AI community to get up-to-date and relevant infor-
mation on anomaly detection using machine learning
techniques.
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